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Kingspan Launches Ocean Plastic Clean-Up Partnership
and Aims to Recycle 1bn Plastic Bottles Annually by 2025
Kingspan, the global leader in high performance insulation and
envelope solutions for low carbon buildings, has committed to
recycling 500m plastic bottles each year by 2023 for use in its
insulation with a further target of 1bn bottles each year by 2025.
This recycling initiative is part of a broader Kingspan programme,
together with the company’s 2020 Net Zero Energy manufacturing
target, to produce its energy-saving products in a low carbon and
environmentally responsible way.
Kingspan is already manufacturing insulation using recycled plastic
but from today will be adding recovered ocean plastic to this
manufacturing chain, made with raw materials from its plant near
Barcelona, Spain. This plant already recycles 250m bottles each year
and has set an ambitious target to quadruple this over six years.
To achieve this target, Kingspan has partnered with the EcoAlf Foundation and under a 3-year partnership, the company will proactively
help to remove up to 150 tonnes of waste from the Mediterranean each year through the EcoAlf Foundation’s network of fishermen.
Kingspan will reuse as much of the ocean plastic recovered as it can in its production.
Using recycled plastic bottles helps prevent them from ending up in landfill, or worse in the oceans. Currently only 9% of the plastic ever
made in the world has been recycled, and according to the United Nations Environment Programme, more than 8 million tonnes of plastic
ends up in the ocean each year – equivalent to dumping a rubbish truck of plastic every minute.

GEZE UK Sets New Standards
GEZE UK is setting new standards having achieved the ISO
45001:2018 accreditation for Health and Safety – one of the first in
the industry to gain the new award. The company is also the first of
GEZE’s worldwide subsidiaries to gain the accreditation.
ISO 45001 is an international standard that specifies the requirements
for a management system that uses robust and effective processes for
improving work
safety in global
supply chains
and is also the
world’s first
international
standard for
occupational
health and
safety.
Designed to help
organisations
of all sizes and
industries, ISO
states that the new international standard is expected to reduce
workplace injuries and illnesses. The four-stage process presents
a vigorous certification route to document the company’s efforts
towards implementing change and applying checks and balances to
ensure that standards are met.
The achievement follows the company’s previous successes when
it achieved ISO 9001 – quality and the ISO 14001 environmental
standards. Said Kaz Spiewakowski managing director of GEZE UK:
“This is a huge achievement and it should be acknowledged that
this was achieved through the efforts, hard work and determination
to improve the business by every member of the company. It is only
through this constant desire to improve and excel, that GEZE UK
continues to change for the better ensuring that the safety of our
people, assets and anyone we work or interact with is a priority.”
www.geze.co.uk
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CCL Wetrooms Launch New Tilesure Waterproof &
Decoupling Membrane
Whilst the evolution of the wetroom industry continues without
abatement, the fundamental key to a successful wetroom remains the
same – an effective waterproofing strategy. The growth in smarter,
greener technologies that have a lower impact on the environmental
footprint can now
offer alternative
waterproofing solutions
to housebuilders.
In response to this,
CCL Wetrooms,
the UK’s leading
wetroom specialist,
have launched
Tilesure, a new Butyl
Waterproofing and
Decoupling Membrane,
suitable for waterproofing wetroom floors on timber and solid
floors. Tilesure is an evolution of the market leading RIW Tilesafe
bitumen-based membrane, which has been developed to provide a
comprehensive wetroom tanking solution whilst embracing cleaner,
more environmental and sustainable development practices.
The new Tilesure membrane has superior decoupling properties of
up to 12mm, ensuring that any movement in the floor substrate
is accommodated, thus preventing the grout and floor tiles from
cracking.
Not only will Tilesure membrane bridge any tension across the
substrate, but it creates a secure waterproof barrier that is guaranteed
to remain waterproof for the life of the wetroom tiles.
Tilesure is a 1.4mm self-adhesive waterproofing & decoupling
membrane, containing a copolymer layer and polypropylene top
fleece. At 12mm, Tilesure offers greater decoupling properties
than Tilesafe and can be installed simply and easily on-site at all
temperatures. www.ccl-wetrooms.co.uk/waterproofing

ARCHITECTURAL SIGN SOLUTIONS

A WORLD OF SIGNS TO
TAKE YOUR BREATH AWAY
Signbox signs change everything. They’re transforming
buildings from functional structures into unforgettable
landmarks, turning settings into eye-catching scenic
masterpieces and bringing spaces to life like no other.
For over 30 years, Signbox has remained the first name in
aspirational signage solutions that push the boundaries of
innovation and challenge convention. It’s all thanks to our
great British design and engineering brilliance – and an
intrinsic desire to look at signage differently.
It’s a philosophy that works. Our award-winning signage
strategies are borne from a freethinking creative energy and
technical mastery of revolutionary materials and processes
and they’re hard at work for brands and clients around the
world for everyone to see.
Everyone has a story.
C
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Signbox helps brands find the best way to tell it.
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Always in tune with your style
a comprehensive range of rainwater systems to accommodate
all types of buildings and budgets

Choose from modern, traditional
and heritage rainwater systems,
available in Aluminium, GRP,
Copper, Zinc and Stainless Steel.

For more information please call
0113 279 5854
or email
info@rainguard.co.uk
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Cast Iron

Copper, Zinc & Stainless Steel
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THE MARKETPLACE
FOR HEATING AND
HOT WATER HAS
CHANGED – TIME
FOR THE INDUSTRY
TO MAKE CHOICES

distributors relied on the branded boilers to bring the installer into
their sales arena and buy all the materials for an installation and make
up the margins on fittings, piping and ancillaries. The fact that life is
online now, and that almost all household expenditure goes through
the web, is now cast in stone, for time being anyway.

www.rinnaiuk.com

Retail Gazette reported that APAM’s executive director Simon Cooke said
this was in part due to lack of reinvestment by private equity owners,
with the average shopping centre in the UK having changed hands
or been refinanced three-and-a-half years ago. The BBC News report
quoted Retail Gazette and also added in its own experts. Mr Nelson
Blackley, from the National Retail Research Knowledge Exchange Centre,
said the growth of online retail in the UK had been faster than in
almost any other retail market in the world.

The change in consumer spending can be summed up by the following
reports: The BBC News website and the Retail Gazette recently extensive
articles and reports on the dramatic demise of shopping centres and
malls. Dead or dying High Streets, zombie retailing – the clichés were
wonderfully employed. Retail Gazette quoted some very heavyweight
financiers – APAM Asset Management. They reckoned that there were
as many as 200 shopping centres that were financially on the edge
of business existence. Asset management firm APAM estimates that
hundreds of shopping centres worth around £7 billion are in danger of
breaching debt covenants.

The demise of “major anchor stores” like BHS and Toys R Us and the
rise of online shopping has caused a “downward spiral”, said Mr Nelson
Blackley. “If the major anchor store moves out, that has a halo effect
on other stores in that centre. It’s a downward spiral and you can’t fill
shopping centres with nail bars and vape shops.” Mr Blackley, who is
based at Nottingham Trent University’s Nottingham Business School,
pointed to research in the Financial Times that suggested about £2.5bn
worth of shopping centres and retail parks are up for sale across the UK.

Tony Gittings of Rinnai looks at the changes that have now become a
permanent and developing part of the domestic heating and hot water
marketplace – selling direct to the consumer, bypassing the traditional
supply route.
There is a 15 second iPhone video clip on Twitter at the moment of a
big lad, full of muscles, destroying a door inside a building. It takes
him two punches, one kick and both his hands to wrench the door
right off its hinges. Accompanying this is some very stark copy which
talks about how he’d had a job booked in to install a boiler, but he had
lost out on price to one of the big, direct-to-consumer online brand
names. His fury carries over from the film to the text with some very
explicit language. The change in the domestic heating and hot water
marketplace is that online buying is now taking over the supply chain.
The boiler manufacturers, some of them, want to sell more and more
direct to the consumer. It is as simple as that.
The traditional route to market of: manufacturer -merchant/distributor –
installer-end user/consumer is getting to be less and less and may well

A prominent and nationally operating installer friend of mine put it
this way in nicely earthy language, “I am not that old, but I remember
Woolworths going out of business in the late 90s and look recently at
BHS and the House of Fraser going down the plughole - massive names
in retailing. As an installer I am so alive to the change in my customers
buying habits. I think it is a matter of concentrating on the ‘new’ and
not wasting time on the old ways. They are gone.”
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We made our own decisions several years ago. Then, about 30% of our
total sales were through the distribution route to market. That is now
around 15% and that is with distributors which are geographically and
strategically placed to deliver - direct to the installer. It is not difficult
to envisage that within a few years that the big brand names will be
aiming everything direct to the end-user/consumer. But it may well be
at the expense of the installer, who may well have to work on an ironclad fixed price basis which may not be the true value of the job.
We have chosen our route and have continued during all those years to
fully and total commit to the installer as our partner – we have stayed
connected. Others may try to ‘re-connect.’ But it is the installer that
is our future and we see nothing on the horizon likely to change that
– after all, all gas fired products must, by law, be installed by a fully
qualified Gas Safe person. And that means that the individual must
Author: Tony Gittings - Rinnai

soon be gone. The new route to market may well have some casualties
– the merchants/ distributors and installers. It may well hit installers
hardest in terms of prices being driven down. Boiler producers have
traditionally made their margin at the factory gate. – The merchant/
distributor may never of made the size of margins, on boilers, anywhere
near as much as the manufacturers. Traditionally the merchants/
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have a high level of expertise and ‘yes’, we deal with specification and
consultants, but that is inevitable on commercial sites which require
design and engineering services.
And one final thought - maybe there are even more changes on their
way, this time in the manufacturing arena?

CREATE. TR ANSFORM. INNOVATE
Be inspired with Vicaima and free yourself from the limits of your imagination.
Innovative finishes, unique design and superior performance in fire, acoustic
and security doors, plus panels and furniture.
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‘Team Aluprof’
Supporting UK
Specifiers

Management’ principles.
Whist the ‘Value Management’ chain can be
explored to offer a competitive quotation,
whilst maintaining a high end performing
product that meets the client’s specification,
we are also keenly aware that products need
to meet standards compliance and legislative
requirements. Aluprof ensure that all their
products are tested and fully comply with all
UK standards to ensure the most up to date
compliance certificates can be offered to the
specifier for peace of mind.

www.aluprof.co.uk

For example all our fire rated systems carry
Certifire compliance and have reviewed in
Warrington. Products are not only tested,
Aluprof have an ongoing programme of various
compliance testing across their whole range
of systems to ensure that the boundaries of
performance can be explored and expanded
upon. One example of this is our cap-less fire
rated ‘MB-SR50N EI EFEKT’ curtain wall system
capable of EI60 fire protection. To date, we
believe we are the only systems company in
Europe to offer such a system.
Serving the whole of the UK and Ireland,
Aluprof UK’s head office and warehouse facility
is located in Altrincham, Cheshire. Aluprof
systems are increasingly being specified on
a wide range of residential and commercial
projects across the UK. Systems are designed,
fabricated and installed by selected, specially
trained local companies, to ensure each
fabricated product meets Aluprof’s exacting
standards.

How do specifiers make their choice of systems to use within their
designs? Gone are the traditional ‘Sales Teams’ promoting their systems’
as specifiers have more specific needs in order to get the right product,
fitted correctly in the right location.
Libraries within specifiers practices have all but disappeared, as the
supply of virtually instantaneous technical information, including BIM
data, is available on demand via the internet. Despite all technical
information being downloadable via a key press, the question of how to
use the data correctly is crucial and this can only come from experience,
enter Aluprof’s ‘Trusted Advisor’.

Further information is available on the
company’s website at www.aluprof.co.uk and
specialist advice is available directly from
Aluprof’s UK head offices on +44 (0) 161 941
4005 or from their London office, based at the
Business Design Centre, Islington, on +44 (0)
207 288 6415.

As the demand for high end technical advice increases, Aluprof’s team
of ‘Trusted Advisors’ are people who are very knowledgeable in systems
specification, the options available, correct application, fixing and
use. This valuable experience is something the specifier can call upon
at various stages in the building design to ensure the final building
operates in exactly the way the specifier envisages and the client
expects. Training is crucial and all our team members are trained at our
extensive European headquarters in Poland.
Our experienced team are able to follow an initial specification on a
construction project through to installation, ensuring that all members
of the product supply chain has the right information at the right time.
This approach is working exceptionally well for us and has allowed us to

Author: Kevin Mellor - Product Development Manager - Aluprof UK

grow over the last 10 years of operating in the UK and Ireland to become
one of the biggest systems companies in architectural fenestration.

difference on programme. Often a ‘just in time’ supply schedule can
be adopted which ensures product can be installed very quickly after
delivery, which reduces the possibility of damage occurring on site.

of the project. ‘Value Engineering’ is commonly seen as a secondary
operation undertaken when costs need to be reduced on a quoted project
for various reasons.

Specification assistance is just the start of the process through to
project completion, Aluprof embrace ‘Value Management’ and apply
these principles to all project management which is as important as the
initial product specification. To ensure supply is offered at the right
time and by the most competitive route, looking at where the products
are manufactured and how they are delivered to site, can make a big

The principles of ‘Value Management’ goes beyond ‘Value Engineering’
and should be adopted by all companies who seek to provide professional
services in today’s construction market. ‘Value Engineering’ seeks to
reduce cost often by removing unnecessary physical material in a project
in a move to reduce costs of material and therefore reduce the cost

Of late, the term seems to have taken on a negative connotation
suggesting just a reduction in material content, not always for the good
of the project as a whole. ‘Value Management’ on the other hand has a
wider reaching remit and whist it encompasses ‘Value Engineering’ at the
outset, it is the complete ‘Value Chain’ that is explored in adopting ‘Value
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EB25 – The Ultimate Sealant And Adhesive
This year celebrates Everbuild Building Products 25th anniversary
and to mark the occasion they have launched their most advanced
sealant and adhesive ever; EB25.
Using a unique polymer blend and cutting
edge technology, EB25 combines superior
flexibility with incredible bond strength to
bring a product you know you can rely on in
any situation. Suitable for use both indoors
and outdoors, EB25 can be used on virtually
any material in most weather conditions and
can even be used underwater.
EB25 also has the added benefit of being
certified for use in sanitary and food
preparation areas and once cured is resistant
to mould, temperature extremes, chemicals
and more. Not only does this product cater
to a multitude of application needs, it also
carries the EC1Plus badge for very low
emissions meaning it is also environmentally
friendly.
EB25 is available from builders merchants
nationwide in 300ml cartridges in four
popular colours; white, black, clear and grey.
For more information on EB25 visit www.
everbuild.co.uk/EB25 or contact Everbuild on
0113 240 3456 for your local stockist.
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Let Light In With Premdor’s Glazed Doors

As we make the seasonal transition from spring to summer, it is a great
time to look at our homes and project plans and consider if it is time for
change? The longer days mean your homes are bound to be illuminated
with more light and with a proven direct link of exposure to natural
light with positive benefits upon your health, why not illuminate your
indoors as well by opting for glazed doors?
With an abundance of different glazing styles available in our Paint
Grade, Moulded, Flush and Portfolio ranges, that are suitable for both
FD30 and FD60 rated fire doors, your options are plentiful. Whether you
are looking for a door to fit specific legislations or are simply inspired by
the latest interior trends, expand your options with Premdor.
www.premdor.co.uk

Crittall Launch Innovative
Thermally Broken Steel Window
Crittall, the originator of the steel window and the
sector’s leading manufacturer, has launched T60 - a
highly innovative thermally broken steel window and
door system.
T60’s slim profiles
replicate original Crittall
steel windows, combining
traditional aesthetics
with 21st Century levels
of performance. T60
features an advanced
high density polyurethane
isolator as a thermal
barrier. This, together with housing high performance double or triple glazing up to 37mm wide, ensures the system
surpasses the requirements of current regulations while at the same time providing contemporary levels of comfort,
particularly in harsher weather conditions where traditional steel windows may not have previously been sufficient.
Market-leading weathertightness performance has been tested to European and ASTM Standards.
As with all Crittall products, T60 is corrosion protected and finished with Duralife, an architectural grade polyester
powder coating. Its slim sightlines maximize the benefit of natural daylight thereby reducing reliance on artificial lighting. Each frame is fully
welded enhancing strength and durability. The inherent strength of steel gives peace of mind in respect of robustness and security, boosted by
optional multi-locking. A wide range of opening configurations are available.
Traditional aesthetics ensure T60 can be specified with confidence for Listed buildings or properties in Conservation areas.
The clean, slender design is ideally suited both to restoration work and new build projects and T60 is expected to be specified for a full range of
market sectors, including offices, health, education and hotels. www.crittall-windows.co.uk
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Grasping Bauhaus-Inspired Door And Window Detailing
One hundred years since it was established, the
influence of the Bauhaus continues throughout
art, design and architecture in all corners of
the globe. German politicians rightly describe
the Bauhaus as “Germany’s most successful
cultural export” in recognition of its impact on
design, most famously in iconic furniture such
as the cantilever chair and Wassily chair.
The Bauhaus’s influence in architecture and
interior design cannot be understated, with
numerous modernist buildings providing
lasting evidence of its far and wide reach,
ranging from Tel Aviv’s White City to The
Barbican Centre in London. And today, as
the Bauhaus celebrates its 100th anniversary,
the objects and structures designed to its
modernist ethos continue to have widespread
appeal.

company advocates coherence when putting
architectural and stylistic principles to effect
within a building, mirroring the Bauhaus
school’s progressive teachings which sought to
‘unite art and production’.
FSB explains its ethos this way: “Door and
window handles are architecture ‘in miniature’
that reflect their authors’ approach to design
in both form and function. We feel that
decisions for or against a given handle model
always need to be taken with the surrounding
architecture in mind. A space’s idiom, after
all, articulates itself in compressed form in a
handle’s design. Either the handle becomes
a harmonious part of the whole, or it quite
deliberately creates a point of contrast.”

Delivering a modernist project requires careful
detailing throughout both the interior and
exterior. A poor judgement in even the most
minor element can detract significantly from
the overall finish. In fact, a focus on the fixtures
and fittings is vital and nowhere is this more so
than with door and window hardware.

Celebrating its own relationship with the
Bauhaus during the 1919 to 1933 period,
FSB has launched a unique range of handle
designs. The “FSB Bauhaus Trilogie” pays
tribute to three famous handle designs as
re-interpretations of door levers by Walter
Gropius, Wilhelm Wagenfeld and Ludwig Mies
van der Rohe, three of the Bauhaus school’s
most famous names.

With a heritage of nearly 150 years, German
door and window handle manufacturer
FSB shares the art nouveau philosophy that
views a house and its interior furnishings
as an all-encompassing work of art. The

The Gropius handle was reworked by the
Italian designer Alessandro Mendini in 1986
and FSB’s inhouse designer Hartmut Weise
reworked the Wagenfeld handle in the 1990s.
He also dedicated a Mies van der Rohe handle

to create the trilogy of classic designs which
have been adapted to comply with the latest
standards.
The Bauhaus Trilogie clearly demonstrates
FSB’s passion for design, its architectural
understanding and devotion to achieving
perfection. This stems from decades of working
closely with architects in conceiving perfectly
matching hardware solutions of the highest
standards of design and materials engineering.
The development of the FSB Bauhaus Trilogie
also illustrates the company’s continuous
innovation ethos, by taking forward iconic
designs in a sympathetic fashion for today’s
market requirements. This is also evident in
FSB’s newly developed minimalist rose designs
for its plug-in handles for window and internal
doors.
Engineering innovation combines here with a
‘less is more’ design for clean, modern interiors
where the rose is just 30mm in diameter
and 2mm from top to bottom. The option is
available in 39 different designs for complete
aesthetic consistency in aluminium, stainless
steel, brass and bronze, including another
Bauhaus-inspired door lever, the FSB 1267
which is based on a Mies van der Roche design.
To find out more, visit www.fsb.de/en/.
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Comar 9P.i High Performance Window,
Door & Framing System
After extensive research and consultation
with key supply partners, Comar Architectural
Aluminium Systems deliver the Comar 9P.i
High Performance Window, Door and Framing
System. Research indicated that a thermally
efficient future-proof facade system was
required, with off-site manufacture and value
engineering solutions that actively seek to
reduce material content.

flush, maintaining consistent lines for a sleek
external facade providing straight interfacing
with walls, internal floors and partitions.

Comar 9P.i High Performance framing offers
two options of construction, ladder frame
or mitre frame. Comar 9P.i windows and 9P.i
doors can be hung directly from the frame,
reducing the need for additional outer frames,
creating a truly integrated solution. Building
typologies differ from refurbishment to new
build, so Comar 9P.i has profiles widths from
78mm, 100mm and 120mm creating greater
design flexibility.

Comar 5P.i Vertical Sliding Windows and
Horizontal Windows can also be integrated
into the Comar 9P.i framing. Glazing sizes have
been catered for up to 62mm sothat future
requirements for high performing acoustic or
triple glazed projects can be specified.

There are three levels of thermal performance,
standard, multi-chamber and multi-chamber
thermal foam, creating U-values of between
1.6 to 1.0 for a typical grid size with opening
vents. Comar 9P.i has slim 65mm sightlines to meet that architecturally demanded
aesthetics are achieved. Glazing lines are

16

Consideration is also given for plaster-lines
with profiles to cater for differing situations.
Comar 9P.i windows can be open-in or openout side, top or bottom hung and a tilt and
turn option, offering unobtrusive ventilation.

Comar 9Pi. The Next Generation of Framing
Systems, includes:
• New Comar 9P.i & Comar 9P.i high
performance window and door suite.
• Value Engineered: Windows and Doors
hang directly from Comar 9P.i Framing,
reducing metal content
• Fast-track fabrication, off-site
construction.
• British Standards BS 6375, PAS 23 and
PAS 24

•
•

Security approved Secured by Design
Dual colour options with all finishes:
anodising with a 35-year guarantee,
polyester powder coating, a 25-year
guarantee with RAL colours from
Interpon and Syntha Pulvin
• Value engineering opportunities creating
cost efficiencies
• Low-rise thresholds and wide doors to
cater for DDA
• Up to two storey facades, with 3000mm
spans at 1500mm centres
• Low U-values 1.6 – 1.0
• High span mullions and transoms
• Slim 65mm, sight-lines
• Flexibility: Profile width 80mm, 100mm
& 120mm
• Three options of thermal performance,
standard, multi-chambered, thermal
foam
• Flush glazing seamless opening vents
• Glass lines on one plane
• Integrates with existing Comar 5P.i
windows and Comar 7 Doors
• Flexible fabrication mitre frame
construction or ladder frame construction
www.comar-alu.co.uk

The Key To Sustainable Inner Strength? It’s No Mystery
Tyvek® has always been a star performer, but now it comes with a
complete cast of supporting players to enable easy installation, robust
protection and greater energy-efficiency for the building envelope – in
its entirety. With a range of advanced Tyvek® Breather Membranes
in specialised versions, plus smart AirGuard® air & vapour control
membranes (AVCLs) – and a fully comprehensive set of tapes and
accessories, DuPont™ Tyvek® offers an unrivalled system of products.
Additions to the specialised adhesive range make Tyvek® the onestop-shop for ensuring the integrity and airtightness of the building
envelope, from timber frame housing to high-rise construction. With
all the lasting quality and premium adhesion one would expect of
the brand, many elements of this complete and compact offering
are ‘universal’ products suited multiple applications, thus simplifying
installation and saving on time and cost.
The Tyvek® family of products comes with expert technical support
from a global knowledge network to help construction projects meet
every key target – from safety to sustainability. In today’s ‘climate’ can
the industry afford to take a chance on anything less?
An enhanced range of tapes & accessories:
Tyvek® & AirGuard® accessories include products to answer the
challenge of any combination of membranes, any type of penetration or
repair, and are suited to all kinds of building materials and conditions.
There is now an airtightness system for every need or application.
Tyvek® remains the product to trust for the external envelope,
together with accessories, while the AirGuard® brand ensures reliable
airtightness to the interior, thus completing the offering for energyefficient systems.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

*NEW* Tyvek® Double-sided Tape (Double-sided acrylic tape ideal
for temporary fixings of a vapour control layer.)
*NEW* Tyvek® Plastering Tape (High performance airtight and
moisture adaptive carrier tape that can be rendered. It seals
difficult areas such as windows, doors and timber to block
connections. A product for both interior and exterior application.)
*NEW* AirGuard® Sealant (An adhesive sealant for permanently
elastic, airtight bonding of joints and structural connections, plus
connections of AVCLs to many different surfaces.)
*NEW* Tyvek® Primer (Transparent primer that is permanently
tacky after curing, with a very fast curing time. It is recommended
for high-porosity surfaces to create good adhesion.)
*NEW* AirGuard® Tape (High performance flexible and handtearable tape to seal difficult areas such as corners inside the
building with a very high tack)
‘Rising Stars’ include: Tyvek® FlexWrap EZ and NF (a high
performance, flexible self-adhesive flashing tape for air and water
tight seals around windows, doors, and multiple custom shapes or
awkward penetrations.)
Reliable ‘All Stars’ include: Tyvek® Acrylic, Tyvek® Double-sided,
Tyvek® Butyl, and Tyvek® Metallised tapes.

www.construction.tyvek.co.uk
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Vicaima Add To Danish Inspired
Design Ethos For Crest Nicholson
Vicaima’s innovative and stylish interior door
models have been selected to compliment a
new concept in housing from Crest Nicholson,
at their Hygge Park development in Keynsham
near Bristol, where the essence of Danish
inspired design has been captured.

Blending seamlessly with this modern and
light theme are the Vicaima doors chosen
by Crest as the perfect opening between
selected room spaces. In keeping with Crest’s
forward approach to house design, they
chose Vicaima Dekordor SD White Woodgrain
interior doors. These doors have hard waring
faces and a bright white factory finished face;
that displays a discreet, but visible woodgrain
appearance.
To enhance the design even further, Crest
selected a number of options from Vicaima’s
extensive customisation offering. These
included the incorporation of two attractive
satin inlays in a vertical pattern and, where
additional light was required, a full-length
glazed design.

It may be hundreds of miles from its Nordic
roots, but homes on Crest Nicholson’s Hygge
Park site embody a touch of Danish design
prospective. Hygge, which means comfort,
relaxing and wellbeing, in fact enjoying life’s
simple pleasures; is evident throughout this
development.
Innovative interior house layouts create bright
and airy spaces, where open plan living and
the clever use of glazing is used to maximise
light. Contemporary design and designer
fittings mark this development out as a new
chapter for quality UK homes

18

Dekordor White Woodgrain is fast becoming
the door of choice for modern housing
schemes, offering as it does a twenty first
century alternative to doors painted on site,
with a durable and cost effective solution.
Ideal when supplied simply as a door or as
part of a complete doorset system, Dekordor
white woodgrain is available in various core
constructions and a range of dimensional
variations.
White Woodgrain is just one in a wide
selection of foil-faced finishes from the
extensively specified, Vicaima Dekordor SD

range. Popular for decades, Vicaima foils have
recently been extended further, to include
Visual Sensations. This second- generation
foil collection provides trend-setting ideas
with a whole host of new tones ranging from
Pale Sand to the dark hues of Forest and
Mountain and all available in either a vertical
or cross-directional woodgrain design.

As demonstrated in the choices made by Crest
Nicholson, solid core interior doors from many
of the Vicaima ranges can also be enhanced
by including additional face embellishments,
in the form of grooves and inlays. These
simple but effective add-ons elevate door
design to another level and present a real
opportunity to realise a specific vision or
design mood for any given project.
Vicaima offer an extensive range of innovative
design and performance options, with fire,
acoustic and security solutions for luxury
housing and modern apartment living.
www.vicaima.com

Profab Access Ahead Of The Curve With Fire Testing
Profab Access Ltd, part of the Access 360
portfolio, is prioritising fire safety in buildings
with the introduction of fire testing for both
sides of its 4000 Series riser door range.

the industry by investing in testing and
certification because we believe it’s the right
thing to do and not just because it’s a legal
requirement.”

Profab has been working with the global
testing, inspection and certification company,
Warrington Fire, for several years and has the
CERTIFIRE independent third party certification
for its 4000 Series riser doors, 8000 Series
access panels for tiled walls, 1000 Series
access panels and steel doors. The 4000 and
8000 Series ranges are available with up to a 4
hour CERTIFIRE rating.

“Fire testing from both sides is a significant
investment on our part, in terms of time and
cost. It takes nearly twice as long to test
from both sides, requires two doors to be
tested on opposite sides and doubles the cost
of the testing and certification process. The
benefit to our customers is that they can have
absolute confidence that when they specify a
Profab fire rated riser door its performance has
been tested and independently verified above
and beyond what is legally required.”

Following the Hackitt Review and the
subsequent Government Implementation Plan,
published in December 2018, four key areas
were highlighted for improvement, including
“Clearer standards and guidance, and product
safety”.
James Fisher, Managing Director of Access
360, comments, “From our perspective
actions speak louder than words. In the
spirit of the Hackitt Review we wanted to
‘start living the cultural shift’ and to lead

“We want all our customers to have this level
of peace of mind and it is our intention to
conduct fire testing from both sides on all the
products in the Profab range. Testing on the
1000 Series access panels is already under
way.”
The riser doors are tested to measure the
integrity of the door and frame when
subjected to fire. The process involves ensuring

that flaming cannot occur on the unexposed
face of the door for longer than 10 seconds
and that a 25 mm rod cannot be passed
through the specimen. The transfer of radiant
heat though the surface of the doors is also
measured. Limiting the transmission of heat
from one side of the door to the other to
protect building occupants so they can safely
exit the building is paramount.
Amendments have already been made to the
Building Regulations Approved Document B
(Fire Safety), notably the ban on combustible
cladding on all new buildings over 18 metres
in height. Further changes are expected as a
result of the call for evidence for the technical
review of Approved Document B, which closed
in March. By taking the lead in fire testing
both sides of the 4000 Series riser doors
Profab Access is future proofing the products
being used in the construction sector. When
it comes to riser doors building professionals
now have the opportunity to specify products
that exceed the legal requirements.
Visit www.profabaccess.com or call 01827
719051 for further information.
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Unique Valve And Fitting Solution Expands Range To
Incorporate Stainless Steel Version
A unique full flow ball valve from Pegler is now available in
stainless steel making it suitable for potable water applications. The
VSH FullFlow Ball Valve, part of the VSH XPress system, supports
installations by streamlining material usage and technologies. With
one system and one material the risk of damaging galvanic corrosion
and condensation is
eliminated and system
reliability is enhanced.
The inclusion of stainless
steel in the product range
will see more installations
realise the benefits
associated with this
pioneering solution.
The new VSH XPress
FullFlow range combines
the valve and fitting into
one product. The addition
of the stainless steel version (suitable for potable water applications
and WRAS approved) joins the carbon steel version which has been
revolutionizing applications since its inception. With no coatings to
contaminate potable water there are no issues regarding drinking
water quality. The valve within a fitting is available in ½ to 2”
diameter. Each valve is available in three versions; swivel, press and
threaded to give choice, flexibility and compatibility with the entire
system. www.pegleryorkshire.co.uk
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Is Your RCD Protection Up To Standard?
The latest British Standard for RCD protection has been in force for
over 2 years and it really is time to give your customers all the benefits
of the latest thinking
on their safety.
That’s where the new
Timeguard Valiance+
range of RCDprotected switched
sockets and spurs
comes in. As usual,
this trusted supplier
has gone the extra
mile and, as well as
upgrading features
to meet the new British Standard BS7288:2016, it has undertaken
a complete redesign and upgraded to the latest generation of
componentry throughout. So, both end-user safety and long-term
reliability are improved.
The Valiance+ range of 1-gang and 2-gang RCD switched sockets
in both active and passive versions is fully compliant with the new
BS 7288:2016: Specification for residual current devices. This latest
standard replaces BS 7288:1990.
The comprehensive range of RCD wiring accessories covers all you’ll
need including white plastic and rugged metal clad variants in both 1
gang and 2 gang and a choice of 3 styles of RCD switched fuse spurs.
www.timeguard.com

Air Curtains By Design
Architects and consultants can now enjoy a freehand with air
curtain design thanks to the Zen from JS Air Curtains. Fascia
panels can be custom made in many different materials,
screen printed to carry logos or images, and manufactured to
incorporate elements such as clocks and LED displays.
Materials designers have specified on custom Zen fascias
range from stainless steel, wood, PU leather, high impact
polystyrene and PET, each chosen to perfectly match the
architecture of the entrance. As the fascias can also be
provided with vinyl graphics, fire exit signs and illuminated
3D lettering, the possibilities are limited only by the designer´s
imagination.
A “visual installation service”, by JS Air Curtains, allows a
designer to preview their creations with a realistic digital
mock-up of the air curtain in-situ using an image of the
entrance supplied by the client.
The Zen air curtain is supplied as standard with anodized aluminium fascia panels and a galvanised steel central structure finished in black forge;
other RAL colours available on request. The unit can be mounted on brackets or drop rods horizontally above doorways up to 4.2m high to seal the
entrance with an invisible barrier of air. This helps prevent cold air entering in the winter and cool conditioned air escaping in the summer.
The air curtain is easy to install and available in 0.5m lengths from 1 to 2.5m with the option to join units to cover very wide entrances, making it
ideal for use in shops, restaurants, hotels and public buildings.
Heating can be via LPHW, electric or heat pump or alternatively the Zen is available as an air only, non-heated air curtain. Low noise, double-inlet
centrifugal fans provide up to 2,700m3/h of airflow per metre of air curtain, with an option for an energy saving EC model. The discharge grille and
air intake are in the same plane on the air outlets, so that the air flows through the unit in a straight line, creating a more powerful throw and a
tighter seal across an entrance. www.jsaircurtains.com.
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Stafford Launderette Awash In Cost Savings
Rinnai has just completed the installation of
two HDC1500i continuous flow hot water
heating units at a busy laundrette serving
businesses and the public in Stafford. The
existing system was a heated stored water
system – this meant that the site was paying
to heat water it was not instantly using. It
was clear from the site survey that Rinnai
units configured to maximise both space and
energy efficiency – and critically – the system’s
reliability – would yield seriously large cost
savings to the owner.
Given that the Rinnai units were being wall
mounted and externally flued, this gave extra
storage space to the premises as there was no
need for a dedicated plant room. Comments
Ray Gallimore, proprietor of the Weston Road
Launderette, “The old storage system had
become completely impractical, inefficient and
needlessly expensive to run. For example, the
washers tend to be used sporadically. During
a busy weekend there could be a demand
for eight to ten people battling to use the
machines at once, during the week there
might be one or two.”
“ That meant we had to store a decent
volume of hot water ‘just in case’ in the
form of a storage water heater. Needless to
say, keeping the stored volume at optimum
temperature 24/7 was often wasted energy, a
really bad, expensive idea all round.”
“The beauty of working with Rinnai is the
service they offer. We presented the project
to Rinnai’s Technical Sales team who came up
with the design, configured the sizes of unit
required and delivered the system complete
and to a very tight timescale – this was key
as the existing water heater had developed
a leak and I was extremely mindful that the
business had to remain operational to satisfy

local demand. We are very happy with Rinnai
and will be spreading the word,” adds Ray
Gallimore.

fired water heaters, supplies the best energy
efficient range of low-NoX water heating units
currently on the market.

Now two HDC1500i internal mounted water
heaters with secondary circulation provide hot
water for 12 commercial machines, plus a sink
and a wash hand basin.

Advanced condensing heat exchangers
combined with innovative burner technology
ensures that every cubic metre of gas is used
to the maximum on HDC 1500i.

“The Rinnai system has resulted in an energy
reduction and gas saving due to higher
efficiencies and because we are no longer
maintaining large amounts of stored hot
water. In terms of gas usage running costs
compared to the old wasteful storage system,
our bills have virtually been halved since the
Rinnai system went live five months ago which
is absolutely tremendous,” says Gallimore.

Legionella proliferation is answered by Rinnai:
the company has developed additional
‘SMART’ controls for secondary return
DHW systems in the form of an advanced
temperature control system which allows
for safe running of water at 42°C core
temperature during the day and 60°C at a
time when the building is closed. By the time
the building reopens, core temperature is 42°C
for safe use.

Rinnai’s heavy-duty condensing range uses
two heat exchangers to capture residual
heat from flue gases to pre-heat incoming
water, with the HDC1500i turning in 105%
net efficiencies*. These figures add up to
considerable on-going energy savings when
compared with traditional gas fired stored
water systems.
With a Rinnai condensing unit, temperature is
regulated to within +/-1ºC via ‘smart’ internal
controls without any variation of temperature
at the outlet even when water is drawn off
elsewhere. All models have full electronic
ignition, no pilot light and operate on demand
only, so there is no gas consumption when the
unit is idle.
The units are easily configured in a manifold
arrangement, ensuring there will never be
a shortfall of instant hot water whatever
the demand. Rinnai, the UK’s leading
manufacturer of the ErP A-rated Infinity
range of continuous flow condensing gas-

Another Rinnai innovation addresses an ageold industry problem with hot water delivery lime scale build-up. The company’s integrated
scale control system is an innovative solution
and comes in the form of an LC (lime check)
code on the display of the controller.
Rinnai’s HDC range offers condensing
technology with up to 107% gross efficiency,
ultra-low-Nox of less than 20 ppm, a widely
expansive modulation range of 54kW-4kW
and high flow rates of 37/ltr/min. Add to
these benefits are the peace of mind of an
extended warranty, a top A-rating exceeding
the demands of eco-labelling legislation,
the flexibility of external wall mounting and
delivery to site with all relevant accessories
and the knowledge that the HDC range is
future-proofed against future regulatory and
legislative changes. www.rinnai-uk.co.uk
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Successful 2019 So Far For Flamco

ESi - Heating Controls For All Homes

Flamco manufactures and distributes system components for heating,
cooling and potable water installations. Its best known in the UK and
Ireland for its range of expansion vessels, its accessories for heating
and cooling installations, such as its popular Prescor Safety relief
valves, it’s Flexvent
automatic air vents and
T-plus units designed
to provide perfect
system branches in
pipework without
needing to drain
systems. Most recently
it is becoming known
for its revolutionary
new water treatment
system – RedProtect that includes a system
filter and cleaning and
inhibitor chemicals
which are in a solid format rather than the usual liquid or gel.
It has recently celebrated the sale of its three millionth Flexvent air
vent valve in the UK and Ireland in the past ten years. Selling around
300,000 of these units a year, it’s clear to see that these are essential
components to keep on every heating installer, air conditioning
installer and plumbers van. www.flamco.co.uk

SE Controls High Flying Hybrid Ventilation And
Smoke Control For St. Helena Airport

ESi offers a range of programmers that enables the installer to comply
with Part L of the Building Regulations, providing separate timed
heating control for living and sleeping zones in a home, whilst also
providing timed control of hot water. The ESi range offers 24 Hour/5/2
day and 7 day programming options for each channel. And these
programmers also feature a “Landlord” option to encourage social
housing and private tenants to allow access for annual maintenance.
www.esicontrols.co.uk.

St. Helena, one of the world’s most remote island locations
is using actuators, monitoring and control solutions from
SE Controls Africa as part of a new hybrid environmental
ventilation and smoke control solution at its airport terminal
on the East coast.
A British overseas territory, alongside, Ascension Island and
Tristan da Cunha, St. Helena’s airport is operated by St.
Helena Airport Ltd and currently receives a weekly flight from
Johannesburg, South Africa.
Handling around 400 passengers each week, the airport
terminal’s ventilation system is designed to monitor and
control both temperature and carbon dioxide (CO2) levels, to
help maintain a comfortable environment for travellers and
staff, while also ensuring that escape routes are kept free of
smoke in the event of a fire. To achieve this, 46 SE Controls
SECO N 24 40 chain actuators with a 600mm stroke length automatically open and close the airport terminal’s windows and vents,
depending on the CO2 concentration and interior temperature, which is monitored by four combined sensor and control units
located in different zones within the building. External rain, wind and temperature sensors are also installed as part of the system to
ensure that only ‘down wind’ vents are opened to remove the risk of rain entering the building in windy conditions.
If a fire should occur, the building’s alarm system triggers the ventilation system to switch into smoke ventilation mode, which
automatically opens high level vents while also allowing replacement air to enter the terminal at low level to ensure that smoke can
be quickly vented from the building and keep escape routes clear. In smoke ventilation mode, the actuators are controlled by five
separate SE Controls SHEVTEC controllers. www.secontrols.com/en-gb

Taking Domestic Wall Soundproofing To The Maxiboard
Major upgrades to acoustic insulation levels are vital if homeowners and tenants are to
truly experience ‘comfort’ in their domestic environment, matching the transformation
of the thermal efficiency of many UK homes.
With only 25% of UK homes being classed as detached, the lives of millions of people
living in terraced properties, semi-detached houses and apartments are made a misery
because of noisy neighbours. Whilst national statistics for noise complaints are not
readily available, in the city of Leeds alone, a Freedom of Information Act request
showed that 23,350 noise complaints were made to Leeds City Council in a period of
just over two years up to March 2018. Effective solutions begin with the soundproofing
of adjoining walls using Maxiboard Acoustic Boards from Sound Reduction Systems.
Maxiboard is a patented composite soundproof board manufactured from cement and
gypsum with a polymeric core. The composite building board produced offers excellent
sound insulation performance and is a very strong, high impact resistant board, suitable
for taking screws and fixings direct.
Maxiboard is ideal for soundproofing new and existing walls. It is part of a system in
which the boards are fixed to Maxi Resilient Bars to create an isolated frame, between
which Maxislab insulation panels sit, with the perimeter sealed with SRS Acoustic
Sealant. Standard plasterboards can then be attached to the Maxiboards to deliver a
routine finish and décor.
Alex Doherty, Director of Sound Reduction Systems says: “Raising the standard of
comfort in UK homes requires a dedicated focus on improving acoustic insulation between adjoining properties. Done well,
we can mirror the successes achieved through the uplift in thermal standards over the past two decades and make a dramatic
improvement to the quality of UK housing. The effects of noise on our home life are not talked about often enough, but we
know they can have a massive effect on our health, happiness and ability to be productive at work. With solutions like Maxiboard,
with its ability to transform the soundproofing levels of walls, the solutions are available now and we can offer all the technical
guidance required to deliver the best result.” www.soundreduction.co.uk.
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Omnie Ground Source Solution For
Unique Plymouth Property
After waiting a decade to gain planning
permission to build their new home in a location
steeped in British Naval history, a Devon couple
were determined to optimise not just the views
available, but also the technical specifications:
choosing an OMNIE ground source heat pump
to deliver the high hot water demand underfloor
heating requirements throughout the spacious
four bedroom property.
The Modern Movement inspired, four-level
structure stands in the grounds of Mount Stone
House, close to Plymouth’s famous Royal William
Yard, with a striking seascape visible from an
upper vantage point in the terraced gardens.
The owners have worked with architect, Miles
Lynch and the main contractor, to optimise the
spaces created, while Cornwall based Sadler and
Bourne is the building services and renewables specialist which recommended installing the OMNIE SWCV 92HI ground source heat pump. It meets
DHW demands for the four en-suite bathrooms, kitchen, utility and cloakroom.
Offering an output of up to 8.6kW, the high efficiency heat pump harvests free energy from three 50m deep boreholes, drilled into the solid
bedrock and reaching down below sea level. A glycol mixture is pumped around the ground loops to the heat pump located in the home’s ground
floor plant room for the SWCV 92HI’s compressor to boost the bedrock temperature. www.omnie.co.uk
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G.E.C Anderson Gives Unique
Performance At Historic
London Cultural Venue

Unique Argento™ From COMPAC,
Evoking The Colours Of Nature

The conclusion of a far-reaching and detailed
refurbishment contract within the country’s oldest
purpose-built cultural entertainment venue has
included the installation of custom designed
stainless steel units and worktop, supplied
and installed by G.E.C Anderson for the food
preparation area.
The project at the historic Blackheath Halls in Lee
Road, South-East London, has been carried out
by the equally long established Sykes and Son on
behalf of the operating company, a wholly owned
subsidiary of the Trinity Laban Conservatoire of
Music and Dance. The scope of the work included
the redevelopment of the Great Hall, bar and box
office/foyer areas. With such construction work
as electrical rewiring, plumbing and plastering completed, G.E.C Anderson’s project management team carried out a precise survey of the food
preparation area, located to one at the North end of the main bar, in order for the design and fabrication process to commence.
While many clients choose to make use of G.E.C Anderson’s standard ranges of sinks and other sanitaryware, the conservation considerations
to the work within Blackheath Halls required a bespoke solution. The sector specialist manufacturer’s workshops duly produced a set of three
base cabinets in stainless steel, and a single-piece L-shaped stainless steel work-surface with integral sink and splashbacks. Such custom made
installations offer a pristine appearance that is ideal for such public facing applications, while helping establishments maintain an efficient
cleaning regime essential in achieving the high standards of hygiene essential in commercial premises.
www.gecanderson.co.uk

NEW 20mm Depth Stone-Infill
Grill Offers Wetrooms a Stunning
Finishing Touch
CCL Wetrooms, the UK’s leading Wetroom Specialist
have expanded their range of popular Stone- Infill
Grills, to include a new 20mm depth option, suitable
for use with 20mm natural stone floor tiles.
The Stone-Infill Grill is a stunning way of creating
the look of a continuous stone floor in a wetroom,
virtually unbroken by the line of a stainless steel
drainage grill. The beautiful aesthetics of the StoneInfill Grill delivers a sleek and minimalistic finishing
touch to any wetroom.
The Stone-Infill Grill is suitable for use with natural
stone and porcelain tiles. The grills are now available in three depths – 6-8mm (Type S8), 10-12mm (Type S12) and 18-20mm (Type S20).
Suitable for use with the popular Modular Wet-Floor System for timber floors and the Linear Screed Drain for solid floors, the Stone-Infill
Grill is available in a floor or wall drain option and is easy to maintain, thanks to the lifting tool supplied.
Howard Ball, Sales & Marketing Director for CCL Wetrooms commented ‘The Stone-Infill Grill was introduced to complement the elegance
of natural stone and porcelain tiles which are being installed in the majority of wetrooms today. Thanks to its’ popularity within luxury
residential and hotel projects, we have added an additional stone depth option for the grill, to allow natural stone tiles of a greater depth
to be used within the wetroom area. Unsurprisingly, over 75% of our projects within the Hotel Industry and Luxury Housing Market are
now specifying the Stone-Infill Grill for their clients. With the popularity of natural stone and porcelain set to continue, we expect the
Stone-Infill Grill to become a standard requirement in the majority of future commercial and residential developments.’
www.ccl-wetrooms.co.uk
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Unique Argento™, is part of the Unique
Collection from COMPAC - a stunning range of
quartz worksurfaces featuring designs inspired
by the textures, beauty and durability of nature’s
rivers, forests, lakes and mountains. Featuring
a luxurious grey surface evoking the colours
of weather- worn rock, silvery bark and ash
interwoven with a subtle vein of white light to
form a truly inspiring worksurface – that’s Unique
Argento™.
Available in a polished finish that intensifies
its surface colours or a glacé finish providing
a smooth soft sensation to the touch, Unique
Argento™ will transform spaces in the home or
workplace into something extraordinary.
COMPAC’s Unique Collection, benefits from the
company’s renowned innovative engineering skills
which ensures a virtually zero porosity surface
which is easy to clean and maintain and will
continue to perform and retain its elegance and
beauty for a lifetime of use. www.compac.es

Benif Interior Film Fit For Purpose For
Bannatyne Health Clubs
Bannatyne Health Clubs, founded by Dragons
Den favourite Duncan Bannatyne, is the
largest independent chain of health clubs in
the UK.
As part of their social responsibility
programme, the company looked at ways
at how they could refurbish lockers, counter
tops, bars, washroom walls and doors instead
of simply scrapping them and sending to
landfill.
Benif Interior Film from David Clouting
provided the perfect solution. Manufactured
by LG Hausys, Benif is a self-adhesive,
architectural film that can be quickly and
easily applied to almost any interior surface.
For this project, specialist contractors T6 used
a range of Benif Interior Film designs and finishes to cover the surfaces which even included ceramic tiled walls. The refurbishment,
part of an ongoing roll out across the clubs, was achieved without any major operational disruption to the business, and the
results were both visually pleasing, cost effective and practical thanks to the Benif’s low maintenance requirements and longevity
of performance. With over 400 Benif designs and finishes to choose from, walls, doors, paneling, skirting and architrave can be
quickly refurbished without the need for costly replacements. Benif Interior Film has CE and IMO Certification.
www.davidclouting.co.uk
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Terrazzo: Inspired by a ubiquitous mid-century material, the Terrazzo
collection combines classic backgrounds with an angular matrix of
white, grey and black. Domino Terrazzo is a dynamic and high-impact
choice with dark particles contrasting against a white background,
while Pebble Terrazzo offers the intriguing and more muted effect of
a grey background embedded with tonally harmonious particles. The
effect of both new colours is multi-dimensional, stylish and infinitely
applicable to interior spaces.

Reception Desk in Corian Mahogany Nuwood and Neutral
Concrete, with Corian® wall panels in Neutral Aggregate
®

Aggregate: Aggregate expresses the evolution of ‘industrial’
aesthetics with a look that can transition between various design
schemes and applications. Created specifically to coordinate with the
successful Corian® Concrete aesthetic, this versatile new collection
adds fascinating visual texture and movement to a solid background
hue, while retaining the subtlety of cool, neutral tones. This collection
includes four indispensable greys Neutral Aggregate, Weathered
Aggregate, Carbon Aggregate and Ash Aggregate.

Corian® Golden Onyx, back-lit

Corian® Design, The Solid Surface Leader In Style,
Performance And Technology Introduces New
Aesthetics Inspired By The Beauty Of Both Nature And
Industry
At the forefront of material style and technology
for over 50 years, Corian® Design introduces an
inspired selection of sophisticated new colour
choices for 2019. Always carefully developed
and researched, these directional extensions
to the Corian® colour palette further enhance
the versatility and desirability of this remarkable
material.
Taking cues from the beauty and appeal of
fascinating minerals and woodgrains, as well as
traditional hard-working ‘urban’ surfaces such
as terrazzo and aggregates, the new colours
also express the renowned functionality
and reliability of Corian®, together with its
reputation for adding lasting and meaningful
value to creative projects. As sleek and elegant
as it is robust, Corian® makes the ideal design
partner.
26

other or with other quality materials. Each
colour makes a distinctive statement, whether
applied to commercial, public or residential
interiors.

The new Aggregate
collection for Corian®

The colour introductions include both
completely new aesthetics for Corian®, plus
additions to popular existing colour families
and work beautifully in combination with each

Nuwood: Classic, familiar, natural and
completely new, Nuwood is inspired by one
of nature’s most beautiful materials. The
unique beauty of this new colour choice for
designing with Corian® is also in its versatility
and reliability. The innovative and inspired
Nuwood aesthetic establishes an entirely new
way to apply the elegant warmth and appeal
of woodgrain effects. Beech Nuwood is a
light, clean, sun-washed shade in pale beige
with a grain pattern that honours the natural
and serene beauty of beech. Dark and dramatic
Mahogany Nuwood balances classic luxury
with a commanding sense of modern style.

Linear subtly takes Corian® in a new direction, by adopting all the
beauty of classic marbles, but with veining that pursues a distinctly
linear course, thus making it a straightforward choice to design with,
whether applied vertically or horizontally. Fresh and modern yet with
a nod to tradition, a discreet balance of colour and tone adds to the
versatility of this new aesthetic. Silver Linear offers a soft array of
grey tones on a direct course through its white background, this colour
contrast creating an effective yet elegant dynamic. Sepia Linear
presents sweeping veins of beige and brown through a warm, earthy
base, for an understated approach to both traditional schemes and
refined modern looks.

Verdant and Laguna: Tapping beautifully into the strong trend for
deep greens and blues, and inspired by both forests and oceans, a pair
of saturated solid tones enter the palette, offering ideal options for
commercial environments that embrace an emphatic use of colour. Verdant summons up a world of lush vegetation embodied into a solid
surface to meet the needs of modern, hi-tech environments. The rich vigour of forest tones teamed with a subtle metallic patina makes this
ideal for commercial settings, hospitality environments in particular. Laguna suggests all the relaxed beauty of waterside settings and makes
a directional alternative to Navy. This versatile hue conjures up sparkling lagoons and enchanting mountain lakes, creating a joyful design
statement, from luxury retail to the finest restaurants or most fashionable cafes.
Onyx: A pair of additions to the much-loved Onyx collection take this luxe look in a
bold and colourful direction. Jade Onyx and Golden Onyx offer swirling variations
of rich green and gold hues respectively, to create a sumptuous depth of beauty, with
the drama of a fascinating translucence. Corian® Onyx colours can be illuminated from
above or below to create an ethereal glow that further enhances their sophisticated
allure.

Corian® Domino Terrazzo

Prima: New to this popular collection of swirling, patterned tones is Smoke Drift
Prima, which offers hazy wisps of chocolate and caramel across an opulent surface of
cream, soft grey and pale brown, while Windswept Prima presents intriguing trails
of soft tan and beige, with subtle specks of brown and white, to create a warm and
wonderfully compatible blend of hues.
Also extending the overall Corian® palette, Salt presents the whisper of a semitranslucent white base that has been densely filled with white-on-white particles, while
Aspen offers a chic pale grey base with a playful variety of silvery, semi-translucent
particles.
Gary Baker, MD of CDUK (the exclusive distributor of Corian® Solid Surface in the UK and
Ireland, which celebrates its 40th anniversary this year) comments, “We are delighted to
bring these exciting new colours to market. Not only do they offer fresh and innovative
aesthetics that ensure that Corian® continues to lead the field in solid surfaces, they
extend the choice within some of our most popular colour collections and further
enhance all the inspiring versatility on offer when designing with Corian®.”
www.cdukltd.co.uk
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New ‘Hero’ Furniture Range Offers Style,
Function And Sustainability For All Seasons
Plaswood has launched a range of picnic tables called
‘Hero’ that twin style with sustainability to help transform
external spaces with elegant but durable statement
furniture. The new, lighter weight range of Plaswood
tables is made from 100% recycled plastic and boasts a
unique new design that allows for easier assembly with a
semi-fabricated option.
The new range reduces manufacturing offcuts waste
by a whopping 90% making the furniture even more
sustainable whilst providing landscape professionals, local
authority specifiers, garden centres, builder’s merchant
buyers and outdoor hospitality managers with a product
that is re-made with the environment in mind. Hence the
name ‘Hero’ range.
The new range also taps into the rising trend across the UK
and mainland Europe for more outdoor entertainment and
communal public spaces. The Hero tables maximise flexibility, coming in elegant rectangular or curvaceous circular forms, including playful touches
such as activity table tops for children. The series has a clean design ethos and stylish finishing.
The family of furniture includes: an adult and junior size picnic table, activity top tables, a round family size picnic table and a wheelchair access
table.
Plaswood has proved its pioneering flair with this latest range. All items come fully or semi-assembled and can be fabricated in three easy steps.
The round picnic table, for example, is now available part assembled, reducing the amount of space required for transportation from four to one
pallet space. The wheelchair access table is also available semi-assembled at a competitive price.
Plaswood’s second life products support and develop the circular economy whilst promoting plastic recycling. Products made from Plaswood
require no annual maintenance, painting or chemical treatment prior to installation or during its long-life time, and does not leach chemicals, rot or
splinter. www.plaswoodgroup.com

Powering A Safe, Sustainable Future For Heritage Buildings
With the public appeal of many of the UK’s historic buildings driven by their
external appearance, maintaining surrounding spaces safely and easily and
unlocking their potential for outdoor events is increasingly paving the way for an
economically sustainable future. The key to capitalising on this bright future is the
safe provision of electricity to these outdoor spaces in a way that is not detrimental
to the aesthetic appeal of a heritage building.
Achieving the balance between practicality and aesthetics is easily achievable
through the range of fully retractable and In-Ground power units available from
Pop Up Power Supplies®. When power is required, the Pop Up Units are raised out
of the ground with a simple turning handle. After use, they are simply lowered back
into the ground. The Pop Up Power Supplies® range of In-Ground units (or flip lid
units) features a simple open-and-close mechanism where maintenance personnel
and events staff can access the power points with ease.
The In-Ground power units can be operated with the lids locked down, and the
lids for both solutions are also recessed to accommodate any infill surface material,
whether it is stone, paving or grass. When retracted, this ensures that units blend
seamlessly with the local environment.
Retractable service units from Pop Up Power Supplies® offer major health and safety advantages too. Traditional outdoor power supplies, such
as power generators, are hazardous in their operation, and trip hazards come through long lengths of trailing power cables. Generators take up
space too and allow members of the public to get too close to what is a potential electrocution hazard. With in-ground or pop-up units from
Pop Up Power Supplies®, safety is optimised as the power source is discreet to minimise the potential for accidental contact.
www.popuppower.co.uk
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Stelrad Radiators Adorn Original
16th Century Farmhouse
Leading radiator manufacturer Stelrad Radiators is proving that the
subtlety of the design of many of their radiator models is such that
they can blend happily with buildings of any age and provide effective
heating for them all.
The latest example of Stelrad Radiators being utilised sees a Grade
II Listed former Welsh farmhouse building that has been extensively
refurbished by LivEco Homes in Cardiff. LivEco is passionate about
building better quality homes for people and using sustainable
technologies to produce homes that offer carbon neutral options. It
is building smaller, award winning, sustainable Eco Homes on the old
farm site on the edge of Cardiff and will shortly begin the final phase of
this development building thirteen homes – from two bedroom single
storey to four bedroom double story homes - with underfloor heating
on the ground floors and Stelrad Compact with Style radiators in the
upstairs of the new homes.
Great House Farm is a fantastic example of a late 16th Century (15801600) Welsh farmhouse. It was the most prominent house in the local
area along with the nearby St. Michael church which dates from AD
1254. Both buildings were first mapped in 1776. The newly refurbished
home is the largest property on the new LivEco development, giving
the site an architectural heritage, and it will once again be the most
important building locally, bringing a once derelict building back to life.
With traditional stone walls, between eighteen and twenty-four inches
thick, the homes retain their heat well and insulate against the colder
weather equally effectively.
The radiators selected for the upper rooms in both halves of the
refurbished farmhouse are a mix of K1 and K2 format Compact with
Style radiators featuring an attractive smooth fronted fascia with

horizontal lined casings. It’s an interesting choice of style for the
property as it’s the style increasingly being selected by larger new
homes developers for their ultra-modern new homes.
“The radiators seemed perfect for what we needed,” says Daniel Ball
of LivEco. “We have had a vision for the homes we would be building
here and we’re proud of the rich mix of new homes we have been able
to build on the site. The old farmhouse was the kingpin building on
the site and we’ve been able to transform it into two excellent modern
homes with all the comforts you’d expect in a modern home, whilst
incorporating a number of features from the original build that goes
back to 1580!”
“We’ve left exposed areas of the original stone work and managed
to keep much of the old oak beams along with possibly the highlight
of the properties – the original stone fireplaces - although we’ve
replaced the original oak beams across these with replacement oak
beams that exactly fit the apertures of the original fireplaces. Now
the refurbishment is completed we’re very pleased with what we’ve
achieved and the new homes are proving very popular, particularly with
local people who have known the original derelict building for decades
here in the village.”
“It’s great to be associated with a refurbishment of this sort,” says
Stelrad’s Chris Harvey. “Many people associate our products with the
new developments and replacement heating systems up and down the
country, but we see our products taken and utilised in a really creative
way to provide effective heating in a very old home that can still benefit
from the modern technology that goes into our radiators. This is a
special project for us – we’re delighted to be part of it.”
www.stelrad.com
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Between the revolving doors is a pass door powered by
GEZE’s Powerturn swing door operator.
This aesthetic was applied inside and out: each elevation
features vertical and horizontal aluminium fins of many
shapes and sizes which lend a bold aspect to Four
Kingdom Street.
It incorporates a structural steel frame and rougher,
industrial materials, not usually incorporated into
commercial offices, which contribute to its personality.
Focchi describe it as “an office building with a bit of an
edge”.
Said Andy Howland, director of sales and marketing
for GEZE UK: “Four Kingdom Street presented us with
an exacting and challenging brief which required us
to be adaptable to meet those needs. We liaised with
our parent company in Leonberg to ensure that we
could meet the desired spec without compromising the
integrity of the products and in doing so were able to
deliver a bespoke configuration for this special project.”
For more information about GEZE UK’s comprehensive
range of automatic and manual door closers call 01543
443000 or visit www.geze.co.uk

Bespoke Addition For A
Building With “Edge”
An office and retail development in central
London gave GEZE UK some big ideas for a
bespoke entrance solution.
Four Kingdom Street is the first of two office
buildings to be completed at British Land’s
canal-side Paddington Central development.
The nine-storey re-designed building
comprises of more than 145,000 ft of space
near to Paddington railway station. With
communal roof terraces on all floors, a roof
garden with views over Little Venice and
sporting facilities, including the highest
basketball court in London, it needed a
proud entrance to complete an imposing
aspect.
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A tailor-made solution was devised with
Focchi S.p.A., a leading company in
the curtain walling sector, which was
commissioned to execute an industrial
aesthetic with city chic, created by architects
Allies and Morrison.
GEZE UK worked with its German parent
company to adapt its TSA 325 NT manual
revolving doors to produce two, threeleafed, glass-topped entrances with extra
height – the doors are 3.5m high compared
to the standard 3 m.

the edges of the openings. The parking
mechanism is driven by a motor installed
beneath the floor.
The doors were installed within the line
of the building to provide a flush frontage
under the overhang of the first floor. I Inside,
the leaves of the revolving doors are powder
coated to match the façade and echo the
engineering/transportation elements of
the design concept – a subtle nod to the
heritage of the site - a former railway goods
yard.

The doors have positioning drives which
mean that after someone has walked
through them, they continue to rotate
until parked with the leaf wings close to
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Sustainable House Benefits From
Copper Rainwater System
If you want a natural looking and eco-friendly rainwater system then
Copper gutters and down pipes from the Yeoman Rainguard range,
as chosen by the owners of a charming detached residence in North
Yorkshire, are the solution.
With solar panels already in place the proprietors were keen to extend
their sustainable ideas to a new rainwater system choosing a copper
product for its natural attributes. Yeoman Rainguard 125 x 70mm
copper half round gutters along with 80mm dia. downpipes were
expertly fitted to the property by local contractor Robertson Building
& Roofing Ltd of York. Over time the bright finish will darken through
natural oxidisation to, eventually, a beautiful green patina. This
attractive finish looks perfect against natural stone, timber and red
brick facades.
The finish is not only pleasing to the eye but gives copper gutters
and downpipes their own self-manufactured defence to corrosion,
meaning a low maintenance lifecycle of over 50 years. A copper
rainwater system is also a perfect choice for those, as in this case,
wanting to harvest rainwater because it is a natural biocide which
prevents the build-up of algae. www.rainguard.co.uk

Photo: David Jensen

Nature’s London Theatre
Troldtekt 100% wood wool acoustic panels
have been used to dramatic effect at London’s
famous Open Air Theatre in Regents Park.
A newly-constructed rehearsal building,
designed by architects Reed Watt, comprises
a stunning double-height dance and rehearsal
studio in its centre encircled by offices, kitchen
and green room. The details of the structure
were specially designed to reinforce the magic
of the setting in which trees, plants and sky
surround the visitor.
The walls are clad with dark stained larch
which helps to blur the distinction between
building and landscape while creating a
natural extension to the existing buildings
along the edge of the site. Inside, Troldtekt
wood wall panelling in natural grey also
complement the natural setting while helping
to dampen and keep reverberated sound to
a minimum. The rehearsal studio has been
acoustically rated so that the maximum noise
level that can happen in the studio before
being audible outside is 100dB.
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The acoustic studies have been carried out
not only to contain the noise in the room but
also to allow the best sound quality during
rehearsals hence why, to avoid reverberation, a
band of troldtekt panels has been installed at
high level. In particular, the panels have been
slightly inclined, looking like a feather edge
texture, to increase the sound waves' change
of direction.
This detail directly relates to the external
timber cladding layout where it becomes
a feature, leaving the small side edges of
the black stained boards as natural timber,
breaking down the impact of the upper level
cladding.
Troldtekt panels are frequently specified
as a key way to control acoustics. This is
particularly true with spaces like this which
are full of ‘hard’ surfaces where sound waves
will bounce causing distraction and reduced
concentration. Specified throughout the
UK and Europe, their benefits include high
sound absorption, high durability, natural

breathability, low cost life cycle performance
and sustainability as documented by Cradle to
Cradle certification at silver level.
The panels are also specified to improve
acoustics in many different types of purpose
and projects, such as schools, leisure centres,
pools, commercial, private and public
buildings. Available in various sizes and in four
grades from extreme fine to coarse, they can
be left untreated or painted in virtually any
RAL colour.
Samples, case studies and technical
information are easily sourced from tel 01978
664255 or visit www.troldtekt.co.uk.
More information around this project can
be found at www.troldtekt.com/Inspiration/
References/Culture/Regents-Park

Innovative Ancon Rebar Connectors Used In
Iconic Russian Skyscraper
Innovative and quick-to-install reinforcing bar couplers from Ancon
replace time-consuming lapped joints and minimise reinforcement
congestion in the gigantic concrete superstructure of Europe’s tallest
building; the 87-floor, 462m high helicoidal Lakhta Tower in St.
Petersburg.
The use of Ancon’s high-performance mechanical rebar coupling
systems also helped maintain build quality. By eliminating lapped
joints and hooked bar ends, Ancon’s couplers and headed anchors
allowed the wet concrete to flow more effectively through the
reinforcement grid during casting.
125,000 couplers, a combination of Ancon CXL threaded and MBT
bolted systems, are installed in the tower’s immense 3.6m thick
concrete foundation raft, where 32mm diameter reinforcement
is arranged in 15 layers. The raft’s construction registered as the
Guinness World Record’s largest-ever continuous concrete pour at the
time.
In the central cylindrical reinforced concrete core of the tower, the
innovative Ancon CXL Type B Couplers were used which are rotated
from one bar to the next to form the connection; ideal where rotating
long, heavy rebars into couplers would prove difficult.
Continuity of reinforcement between the concrete floor slabs and the
central core is achieved through rows of Ancon KSN threaded anchors
and Ancon CXL Coupler Boxes. Both continuity systems enabled
simple plain-faced formwork to be adopted throughout the build.
www.ancon.co.uk

YBS Insulation Joins ‘Made In Britain‘ - The Marque Of
Success
Covering every branch of manufacturing from clothing to transport,
the ‘Made in Britain’ marque offers the coveted confirmation that
goods being sold by a business have actually been produced here.
As a Derbyshire based supplier of high performance construction
materials, YBS Insulation has
accordingly been accepted into the
prestigious campaign.
Made in Britain adheres to advice
on country of origin labelling
included in the Trade Descriptions
Act 1968, while going further to
explain this means: “the country
of origin is therefore the country in
which a product last underwent a
final treatment or process resulting
in a substantial change.” It is the only official mark for British
manufacturers and is registered with UKIPO across 30 product classes.
YBS Insulation, which is celebrating 25 years of manufacturing and
distributing a wide range of insulation products across the UK, joining
‘Made in Britain’ presented a natural progression to its expanding
business model. Plus, of course, customers across the market crave
assurance that their purchases have as small a carbon footprint as
possible. www.ybsinsulation.com
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Corridors Refreshed With Yeoman Shield
Wall & Door Protection
Following in the footsteps of a string of
successful installations at the Northern
General Hospital, Sheffield, Yeoman Shield
products were again chosen as part of the
refurbishment of the hospital’s Firth C &
D floor corridors. With the need to refresh
the interior walls and doors, as well as
future proof them from further damage and
marking, a variety of products from Yeoman
Shield’s range were employed.

were fitted along the hospital passageways.
Bespoke metal brackets were manufactured
by Yeoman Shield to implement the spanning
of the rail over pillars through out a glazed
corridor. Beneath the handrail 2mm thick
FalmouthEx Wall Protection Panels were fixed
to offer low level protection. A cream colour
was chosen for the panels accompanied by
Mid Grey Corner Protection Angles to keep a
light and airy feel to the scheme.

Corridor doors, on the frontline when it
comes to impact damage, were fitted out
with Yeoman Shield Door Edge Protectors and
PVCu clad glazing beads in a graphite colour.
Contrasting Mid Grey Door Protection Panels
were installed to both sides of the doors with
vulnerable architrave and framework also
protected by Yeoman Shield products.

Pete Trenchard, who specified and project
managed the scheme on behalf of Sheffield
Teaching Hospitals added “When carrying
out improvements and refurbishment of the
corridors, in line with the STH standard colour
scheme and standard fit out, I was keen
to incorporate the Yeoman Shield range of
products to achieve a long-term solution.

This comprehensive, fire rated, door
protection system will extend the life cycle
of expensive fire doors helping to keep
them in good working order. Yeoman Shield
Guardian Handrails in the same colour scheme

“The specification of Yeoman Shield products
on corridor walls, vulnerable corners, doors,
frames & architraves, protects the fabric of the
corridors without detracting from the visible
aesthetic appearance expected of a hospital
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environment. I worked closely with the
Yeoman Shield team through the design and
specification phase, drawing on their expertise
to find a cost-effective fit for purpose
solution. The site survey and installation
offered a start to finish package which has
been contributory to the successful and well
received outcome of the project”.
For information on Yeoman Shield wall & door
protection products suitable for refurbishment
projects go to www.yeomanshield.com or call
0113 279 5854.

Glow+ Sliding System Is A Silent Operator
Glow+, a sliding system for wardrobes with
2, 3 or more overlapping doors, is now
equipped with a revolutionary magnetic
damping system that decelerates the
opening and closing action and delivers an
extremely fluent and silent movement.
This innovative solution sets a new standard
of silent and smooth sliding movement by
eliminating the typical noise and resistance
produced by spring-action dampers and
enables the door to be easily opened.
Glow+ can be used both with wooden
doors and aluminium-framed doors, with
a maximum weight of 70 kg. Furthermore,

with the use of an optional additional
strengthening kit, the system can
impressively carry doors up to 100 kg.
Assembling Glow+ is very easy and
intuitive. It can be installed with screws
or automatically with pressure-fixed clips.
The system can also be equipped with
a magnetic cover that provides further
aesthetic enhancement.
For further information on the SALICE
product range please telephone 01480
413831 or visit Salice online at www.
saliceuk.co.uk
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Yeoman Rainguard Perfect For Old Chapel Cottage
Originally a Methodist Chapel built in 1841,
now converted to a home, The Old Chapel
Cottage boasts both charming traditional
local architecture and stunning views over
Nidderdale, an area of outstanding beauty in
North Yorkshire.

on the cottage and adjoining garage to
accommodate the water flow rates from
the pitched roof. 75mm Dia. XL Aluminium
downpipes were added topped off with
attractive Motif cast aluminium rainwater
hoppers.

When the current owners, Mr & Mrs Simpson,
moved into the property they were keen
to improve certain aspects of the cottage
which included the replacement of the old
dis-coloured and worn PVC gutters and
downpipes along with the rotting timber
fascia.

Offering a bespoke design service Yeoman
Rainguard were able to accommodate some
of the more unusual off sets and projection
configurations required to ensure a perfect
watertight rainwater system on this project.
Finished in a durable black textured polyester
powder coating, the new gutters, downpipes
and accessories not only have a heritage
look that complements the character of the
cottage but offer a maintenance free lifecycle
of 30 years or more.

Wanting to replace these empathetically and
in keeping with the age and location of the
property, the Simpsons sourced Yeoman
Rainguard’s products after a visit to their
stand at the Homebuilding & Renovating
Show in Harrogate.
Yeoman Rainguard 130 x 100mm deep
flow XL Aluminium gutters were installed
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The Rotting timber fascia was replaced with
Yeoman Rainguard “N Type” fascia board,
manufactured from GRP – glass reinforced
polyester – it’s flexible and lightweight with
exceptionally hard wearing, strong properties.

Supplied in black to partner with the
rainwater goods, this smart looking product
will again give a life expectancy of 30 years
plus.
“When looking to update the rainwater goods
after the house purchase, we were keen to
choose something that would fit the look,
age & character of the building as well as be
efficient & long lasting. The team at Yeoman
Rainguard helped us to choose the right
products & configuration for the project. We
also chose Yeoman Rainguard to perform the
installation and were delighted with both the
installation process and the result.” Helen &
Mark Simpson.
For more information on Yeoman Rainguard’s
rainwater systems go to www.rainguard.co.uk
or call 0113 279 5854.

Style Upgrades Law Firm’s Partitions Again
Style first installed DORMA moveable walls
at global law firm, Mayer Brown, back in
2007, soon after announcing its exclusive
UK partnership with DORMA. Since then,
the moveable walls have maintained their
functionality, however after 12 years Mayer
Brown decided to update its flexible space
with the latest operable wall technology.

With extensive reach across four continents,
Mayer Brown is the only integrated law firm
in the world with approximately 200 lawyers
in each of the world’s three largest financial
centres - New York, London and Hong Kong.

Brown can now enjoy greater ease-ofoperation when opening the space to cater for
a large audience, or closing the walls to allow
separate events to run in privacy.”
The DORMA Variflex moveable walls both
feature glass pass doors, allowing natural
light into the corridor when the walls are in
place. The Skyfold moveable walls descend
effortlessly into position at the push of a
button and are hidden in a ceiling cavity when
not in use.

Working with MCM Architecture, and
contractor Overbury, Style installed two semiautomatic Variflex partitions and three Skyfold
vertical-rising, fully automatic systems, both
taken from the comprehensive DORMA range
of operable walls.
Mayer Brown visitors and staff now enjoy
outstanding acoustic privacy between divided
areas of 52dB Rw for the Variflex’s and 59dB
Rw for the Skyfolds, ensuring presentations,
lectures and speeches can run concurrently
and undisturbed.

“Having worked with Mayer Brown
previously, it’s interesting to see the incredible
advancements in our product range and
overall proposition in the last 12 years,”
said Julian Sargent, Style’s group managing
director.

Mayer Brown is a distinctively global law firm,
uniquely positioned to advise the world’s
leading companies and financial institutions.

“The technology in moveable wall solutions
has really moved on, with automated systems
becoming far more the norm. Staff at Mayer

Each of the walls features a stylish Kvadrat
Canvas fabric finish that complements the chic
and modern interior design of the refurbished
auditorium and the meeting rooms.
www.style-partitions.co.uk
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York Hospital Again Chooses Rinnai Hot
Water Heating Units For Upgrade
Clifton Park Hospital in York, advised by A J
Gastech - has chosen Rinnai to upgrade its hot
wáter heating system to meet the increasing
demand whilst staying economically and
environmentally efficient.

hour window in which to remove the existing
system and replace it with the new one. This
was achieved with a bit of time to spare, such
is the expertise and professionalism of A J
Gastech.

Clifton Park Hospital opened in 2006 has firstclass medical facilities including 24 beds, two
theatres, a day case unit, a large outpatient
department with X-ray facilities and on-site
physiotherapy, including a small gym area. In
2018, the hospital opened a new outpatient
department with 11 consulting rooms, two
treatment rooms and x-ray facilities.

The Rinnai HDC 1200i continuous model is
for use on all high demand sites as it is easily
capable of delivering 2000 litres per hour. It
guarantees unparalleled levels of efficiency
and hot water delivery for the end user whilst
streamlining installations and guaranteeing
future regulatory compliance.

Clifton Park prides itself on offering
exceptional care and service to all its patients
and currently has a 5 star rating on NHS
Choices, 4 star rating on Google and 4.7
rating on Facebook reviews. In the most
recent survey - NHS Family & Friend’s Test,
100% of inpatients and 98% of outpatients
recommend the hospital.
The new water heating system features 3
Rinnai HDC 1200i plus a 500 litre cylinder.
A Rinnai HD50i looked after the hot water
demand for 10 years, without missing a beat,
but due to expansion at the hospital a new
bespoke system was required.
The decision was taken to upgrade to more
energy efficient condensing hot water heaters
and incorporate the 500 litre storage vessel
to give the hospital a means of dealing with
peak hour demands. The heating engineer
contractors, A J Gastech, were given just a 14
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This is a precision engineered water heating
unit can also be combined as multiple units
into one single, easy to handle module. Both
HDC1200 internal and external models turn in
a market leading energy performance of 107%
net efficiency and offer superlative ranges of
modulation as the system’s internal analytical
system can modulate the burner range from
54kw to 2.4kw. The Rinnai HDC 1200i is
engineered for minimal energy wastage and
maximum energy performance.
It is worth remembering that Part L of the
Building Regulations 2013 set minimum
thermal efficiency levels of 90% for natural
and 92% for LPG, consequently outlawing
non-condensing gas fired water heaters for
use in new build projects.
Rinnai units and systems are now the number
one choice for large buildings and businesses
with a heavy demand for constant hot water
or where high peaks of demand occur at

certain times. Any number of modules can be
manifolded, so the water handling capacity
is truly infinite and there is no risk of the
‘cascade’ of hot water ever running out.
The manifolded 1200i units can be delivered
direct to site in one complete, easy to manage
package and at a very competitive price. For
the end user this guarantees considerable
cost savings over other forms of hot water
generation.
The relatively compact footprint of all Rinnai
units and systems means it can optimise plant
room space and safeguard accessibility for
maintenance and servicing. There is huge
potential for on-demand style water heaters
such as the Rinnai HDC 1200i units to play
their part in new build and in refurbishments
where there are still many old systems that
need replacing as well as old-style gravity fed
water systems that use stored hot water.
The Rinnai Infinity HDC 1200i has lower
greenhouse emissions because of the new
reduced NOx burner technology.
As Clifton Park Hospital has a secondary flow
and return system, complete range modulation
is experienced ensuring that the system is
running at optimum performance at all times.
www.rinnaiuk.com

Daylighting Fit For Kings
Recent redevelopment of the food court at
Kings Mall Shopping centre, on a five-acre site
in London’s Hammersmith area, exposed up
some interesting and complex challenges.
As part of the ongoing development, the new
residential apartments above the shopping
centre were being adversely affected by light
pollution and lack of privacy from visitors
looking through the food court atrium.
To solve this problem, owners and developers
Schroders decided to install Kalwall translucent
cladding around the whole of the atrium.
This screened the external courtyard above,
thereby mitigating the issues around privacy,
while maintaining the maximum levels of
interior daylight. Installed in a Verti-Kal
pattern, the Kalwall panels complement the
industrial feel of the redevelopment and

its hard concrete and stone surfaces, while
providing several benefits for shoppers and
residents alike.
This project perfectly illustrates the advantages
of Kalwall over traditional glazing. Here it
offers complete line-of-sight protection,
maintaining privacy for the residents and
controlling light pollution, while bathing the
interior with diffused daylighting, regardless of
the weather.
The panels are lightweight but very durable
with excellent resistance to impact and
scratching. They are also vandal resistant with
good protection against windborne debris.
In addition, Kalwall’s insulating properties
mean that U-values down to 0.28 can be
achieved while daylight is driven deeper into
the interior space below, thereby reducing

energy costs for both artificial lighting and
temperature control.
The exterior face is colour stable and includes
a UV resistant, self-cleaning surface. This
means that normal rainfall helps to keep the
surface free of dust and dirt while at the same
time retaining the original colour during the
weathering process.
All this helps to reduce the costs of
maintenance and cleaning.Case studies and
technical information are available from
Structura UK Ltd on tel: 01233 501 504 or by
visiting www.structura-uk.com/kalwall
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Helifix Concealed Repairs Restore
Failed Arches At Listed Brewery
The 170 year old, Grade ll listed, Hook Norton Brewery
in Oxfordshire, was suffering from internal and external
cracking due to the failure of 15 brick arches. This was
caused by the decay of internal timbers and movement of
the surrounding brickwork.
HeliBars were bonded into mortar beds above each
opening, on both the interior and exterior walls, forming
masonry beams that reinforced the brickwork, supported
the wall above and spread the loads. Other cracks were
stitched using single HeliBars bonded across the cracks.
These sympathetic repairs efficiently and economically
restored integrity whilst retaining the original materials and
aesthetics of this important listed structure.
For project-specific technical advice about the use of Helifix
structural repair systems, contact the Helifix team on 020
8735 5200. Alternatively, go to www.helifix.co.uk/videos
to watch installation videos and to download relevant
product brochures.
www.helifix.co.uk

Tormax Tees Off!
Creating an impressive entrance to the new retail
and performance centre at Frilford Heath Golf Club,
TORMAX was contracted by Feltham Construction to
manufacture and install a stylish and contemporary
set of bi-parting automatic sliding doors.
Powered by the extremely reliable TORMAX iMotion
2202 door operator, smooth opening is assured along
with minimum ongoing maintenance requirements.
Designed by architects MEB Design, the £1m
development of a new retail experience, performance
centre, administrative offices as well as an attractive
terrace with 5-hole putting green overlooking the
18th hole is a high quality, sustainable solution that
will serve the Club for many years to come.
With 95% of the components of the iMotion range of
door operators being recyclable, TORMAX was able to
offer the green credentials required for the Golf Club
development. Elegant and unobtrusive, the iMotion
2202 is housed in a slim casing measuring just 100mm high, making it the obvious choice for a modern and sophisticated entrance such as this.
Furthermore, the iMotion 2202 combines unique AC motor technology with a state-of-the-art microprocessor control system, guaranteeing
permanent monitoring of door leaf movements.
The system then automatically adjusts in response to external factors, such as a build-up of dirt on the floor, maximising performance at all times.
Reflecting changes in weather or foot traffic levels, staff can quickly adapt door opening and closing speeds and hold-open times, minimising heat
loss from the building at all times. www.tormax.co.uk
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Exclusive Residential High-Rise in
Dubai Selects Advanced
An industry-leading fire system with integrated fire telephone and voice
evacuation system from Advanced has been installed at an exclusive
30-storey residential high-rise in Dubai. Boasting state-of-the-art
amenities, luxury interiors, a fully equipped gym and rooftop swimming
pool, the Siraj Tower has become one of the most sought-after
residential projects in the ambitious $64billion entertainment complex,
Dubailand,
As Advanced’s exclusive
distributor in Dubai, Cignetix were
responsible for integrating this
crucial part of the building’s active
fire protection. Four Advanced
Axis EN panels, which were
recently certified by FM Approvals
to the EN54 standard, and 2000
devices have been installed
alongside its high-performance
fire telephone solution. Sunil
Gopalkrishnan, Managing Director
at Cignetix, said: “Thanks to
their reputation for performance,
quality and ease-of-use, Advanced
are our preferred choice of fire alarm, fire telephone and voice
evacuation systems - capable of handling large networks of up to 200
panels and complex cause and effect programming.”
Advanced’s fire telephone solution is ideal for high and low-rise
apartment buildings, hotels, universities, government and military sites
where local fire departments and emergency personnel need access
to fire / emergency communications. Designed for clear, easy-to-use
control, the conventional system benefits from LED status indications

showing its operational state - whether the system has a call-in,
is connected or is in fault condition. The fire telephone system is
compliant with EN54 parts 2 and 4 and can be configured as either a
standalone, independent system or completely integrated into the Axis
EN fire system.
Steve Carroll, Advanced’s General Manager for the Middle East,
said: “The Siraj Tower is another fantastic example of the successful
partnership between Cignetix and Advanced. In order to take full
advantage of what our products offer it takes companies like Cignetix,
who have the skills and experience required, to apply Advanced to sites
such as this prestigious high-rise.”
Available for European, Middle East and South East Asian markets,
Axis EN is Advanced’s highest performance analogue panel range,
combining 1-8 loop, fire panels configurable up to 200 panel networks
with a complete range of wired and wireless loop devices and powerful
peripherals. Axis EN, which is part of Advanced’s Axis range of systems,
holds global approvals, including EN54, UL864 and AS1670. It is
designed to go anywhere where high quality, reliable and easy to use
fire detection and control is required.
Advanced, owned by FTSE 100 company Halma PLC, have a long
history of protecting some of the most prestigious high-rise residential
developments in the world, including the Gold Coast’s Soul Building
and Miami’s Sands Pointe. Advanced is a world leader in the
development and manufacture of intelligent fire systems. The legendary
performance, quality and ease of use of its products sees Advanced
specified in locations all over the world, from single panel installations
to large, multi-site networks. Advanced’s products include complete fire
detection systems, multi-protocol fire panels, extinguishing control, fire
paging and false alarm management systems. www.advancedco.com
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Landmark Specification For
Marmox Multiboard
An iconic residential development
by Barratt London is including the
use of Marmox Multiboard for its
outstanding physical performance
with two walls around the 20 metre
swimming pool being lined with the
moisture resistant backing board.
Landmark Place stands alongside
the Tower of London, offering
purchasers of the 165 luxury
apartments and penthouses with
stunning views of the Thames,
Tower Bridge and the Southbank.
The ground floor pool and spa
was fitted out by a specialist subcontractor consuming close to 100
of the 2500 x 600mm Multiboards
for the work, as well as six boxes of
dowels to secure them and 30 rolls of Marmox Jointing Tape.
All of the materials are being supplied through a local branch of Jewson Builders Merchants
Marmox Multiboards are manufactured from extruded polystyrene or XPS and offer a range
of positive physical characteristics, including good thermal insulation, in addition to being
fully waterproof. They are both light to handle and easy to cut, while still being able to sustain
substantial loadings if required, including as part of a floor build-up. www.marmox.co.uk

Hauraton Drainage Systems At Bonus Arena
- Hull Venue
Built on brown-field land located on the edge of the main shopping
district in Hull and adjacent to Princes Quay, the Bonus Arena – Hull
Venue and its associated multi storey car park were opened in
August 2018. The £36 million
development progresses
the legacy of the social and
economic impact generated by
Hull’s 2017 UK City of Culture
status.
The Arena, designed by AFL
Architects, is a state-of-the-art
music and events complex with
a flexible capacity of up to 3,500
people. The facility can provide a
venue for concerts or corporate
conferences in an 800 seat
auditorium. A 2000m² adaptable
space can be utilised for sporting
events or exhibitions and trade
shows.
Surrounding the Bonus Arena is a public realm laid with grey stone
paving and landscaped by re-form Landscape Architecture Limited with
trees, lawns, flowerbeds and permanent stone seating.
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An effective surface water drainage system was essential to ensure all
weather access to the venue. 140 metres of Hauraton RECYFIX® PRO
100 channels with FIBRETEC® heel-safe gratings were chosen for the
job which blended well with the stone paving and would resist damage
from applied grit rock salt in freezing weather.
The material, PA-GF used to make the FIBRETEC® grating, was especially
developed by Hauraton; the tough, UV resistant, fibre reinforced
moulding offers high stability and huge strength for its weight.
Complying with loading category Class C250 (BSEN 1433) the grating
can easily take the weight of commercial delivery vehicles.
The design is a real innovation as its non-corrosive material provides
a visually appealing surface finish that retains its colour. The slots are
super smooth, elliptical openings with the moulded bars having slightly
raised triangular bosses along their outside edges. As well as providing
an elegant appearance, the feature ensures surface water is directed
into the slots.
The RECYFIX® channel component is made from 100% recycled PP.
The PRO 100 model is factory fitted with the FIBRETEC® grating and
only weighs 4.6kg, so the unit was easy to handle and quickly installed
on site. For more product information go to www.hauraton.com .
For other Case Studies go to www.drainage-projects.co.uk

Magply Boards Carry K-Rend Finish To
Complete Exclusive Surrey Housing
Developement
An exclusive residential development in Hambledon,
Surrey, is making use of 12mm Magply boards,
supplied by Elliotts Builders Merchants, as the
carrier for a proprietary sprayed render system,
as one of the main exterior finishes to a highly
insulated structure based on the use of Structural
Insulated Panels or SIPS.
The project is being undertaken by Hawkesmore
Homes with OSP from Farnham being the
architectural consultancy responsible for the design
work, while Brighton based Fullers Plastering is
providing a supply and fit package for the exterior
rendering.
The stylish three and four bedroom, two-storey properties present a traditional outward appearance, with clay roof
tiles above the elevations of handmade bricks and highly weatherproof K-Rend panels. The latter is applied to the
12mm Magply modified MgO boards, screwed to 50x50mm timbers fixed at 600mm centres across the SIPs structure.
Significantly, the architect’s specifications leave the specialist sub-contractor free to utilise any render carrier board
approved by the system manufacturer.
Despite offering good adhesion for the decorative render system, Magply boards are very moisture resistant thanks to
their modified MgO formulation that also represents an environmentally friendly alternative to conventional plywood
or OSB sheets. The production process keeps the chlorine content to just 0.01%, enhancing long term durability, while
Magply boards carry a variety of internationally recognised accreditations. www.magply.co.uk
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FGS Façades Provide Enhanced Aesthetics For Suburban
London Mixed Use Scheme

Aluprof Unitised Systems Transforms
Existing Belfast Building
Unitised curtain wall is normally
associated with new high rise building,
but in Belfast, Aluprof systems are
being used to help transform an
existing office block with a completely
new building envelope.
Located at Wellington Place in the
heart of Belfast, the Merchant Square
Office Development will offer over
200,000 sq.ft. of Grade A office
accommodation. The existing seven
storey office block was designed
by McAlister Armstrong & Partners and completed in 1975. The new
£18.5 million redevelopment will add two further floors and will consist
of a new Corten steel and aluminium high performance facade.
The external envelope was originally specified in traditional stick
construction curtain wall, but Clarke Facades worked with Aluprof to
put forward a superior offer using a unitised option. Crucial to this
specification change with Like Architects of Belfast and their client,
the Oakland Group, is that the proposal had to fall within the original
facade budget. This was achieved using Aluprof’s MB-SE75 Capped
Unitised Curtain Wall system.
With the rise in use of unitised curtain wall systems in medium sized
projects, the option of unitised systems is becoming a real alternative to
a traditional curtain wall, especially as costs are becoming much more
competitive. It is well known that unitised systems can offer up to a
50% time saving on installation which can offer significant savings on
the project programme.
Aluprof’s MB-SE75 Capped Unitised Curtain Wall system was then
specified in an anodised finish, which then contrasts in accordance with
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the architects design, with the external Corten steel used in a vertical
column emphasis. Facade installation started in early March and is
expected to be completed in a matter of weeks, ensuring that the
building envelope meets the tight installation programme.

A shining addition to the skyline of suburban London, the landmark
Sutton Point mixed use scheme has completed involving FGS’s façade
design, manufacture and installation services across its three towers.
FGS installed WICONA WITEC 50 aluminium curtain wall system
which was specified for the top floors of each tower to provide the
main feature glazing
with spandrel
glass and vision
with glass to glass
corners. For the
hotel front, a curved
structurally glazed
screen over seven
floors was specified.
For the residential,
office, retail and
health and fitness
accommodation, glazing products used included COOL-LITE SKN 165
glass with a solar control coating to reduce heat transfer without
compromising light transmittance; and STADIP PROTECT, laminated
safety glass which retains some residual strength when broken.
FGS also provided and installed WICONA WICSLIDE 160 lifting
sliding doors combining excellent thermal insulation with highest
functionality and design along with WICLINE 75 EVO windows
featuring a high insulation multi-chamber system in symmetric design.
Seven-metre-high curtain wall screens provide a clean, professional
finish to the project. www.fgs-uk.co.uk

Hospital Corridor Walls Protected By Yeoman Shield
A busy access corridor linking one wing to another at a major
Yorkshire Hospital now benefits from a wall protection system
supplied and installed by Yeoman Shield. 200mm Protection Rail
was fitted “flat-back” to the wall on one side of the access way with
FalmouthEx Wall Protection Panels installed below the rail. Rubber
stop ends/returns were applied to the rail as added defence against
heavily laden trolleys and carts that may come into contact. The
opposing wall was also offered protection by the same Yeoman Shield
200mm Protection Rail this time installed on 60mm “stand-off”
allowing the system to become a supportive rail for those who require
it. The rail was again finished with the durable hardwearing rubber
accessories. Matching 75 x 75 mm Corner Protection Angles were
put on vulnerable corners on both sides of the walkway completing
a comprehensive wall protection system that will help to reduce the
time and money spent on redecoration and repair over the lifecycle of
the building. www.yeomanshield.com

The Merchant Square project has been funded by the Northern Ireland
Investment Fund and Fairfield Finance.
The owner, Oakland Group is being advised by local firm Radius
Corporate Finance. Guy Hollis from the Oakland Group states that
the development will have a "transformative impact" on Belfast city
centre and goes on to say: "Our project will have a multiplier effect
around Wellington Place, Queen Street and College Square, and we are
confident the Merchant Square project will make a major contribution
to the redevelopment of Belfast going forward.”
Installed by Clarke Facades of Ballymena, Co. Antrim, the project is
due for completion in Autumn this year with a new anchor client,
PwC, relocating approximately 2,000 staff to Merchant Square during
summer 2020.
Serving the whole of the UK and Ireland, Aluprof UK’s head office and
extensive distribution centre is located in Altrincham, Cheshire. Aluprof
systems are increasingly being specified on a wide range of residential
and commercial projects across the UK. Systems are designed,
fabricated and installed by selected, specially trained local companies,
to ensure each fabricated product meets Aluprof’s exacting standards.
Further information is available on the company’s website at www.
aluprof.co.uk and specialist advice is available directly from Aluprof’s
UK head offices on +44 (0) 161 941 4005 or from their London office,
based at the Business Design Centre, Islington, on +44 (0) 7908
781750.

Magply Earns Street Cred As Render Backing Board
The final episode of Channel 4’s latest Grand Designs series
follows the experience of a self-builder employing a highly
innovative and flexible build system which, in this instance,
sees its high-performance elevations given a proprietary render
system across Magply modified magnesium oxide boards.
Screened on May 9th the story behind the two-bedroom
property’s construction profiles the use of Boutique Modern’s
PFC steel section and SIPs system to erect a highly energy
efficient structure, which could have carried many different
exterior treatments. The programme also reviews the
neighbouring properties - already covered in previous episodes
- which have been built as part of the far larger Graven Hill selfbuild project instigated by Cherwell District Council.
Lucas Shone of Boutique Modern explains: “Our build system
is very adaptable to many types of residential property, providing a turnkey solution which we can configure to whatever
a client might want. Often they come to us with designs which were intended to be traditionally built, or even modular,
and we can interpret them as a computer based exercise, providing our own volumetric build-system, with a full choice of
finishes”
Having undertaken some 130 projects already, we are also now launching our range of homes and moving into social
housing. U-values are between 0.15 and 0.18 W/m2K and achieve an airtightness figure of 2 m3 /m2/hour.”
The 9mm Magply boards were fixed across a ventilated battened cavity across the outside face of the SIPs, ready for
the render contractor to apply its self-coloured render finish, which includes a base coat, reinforcing mesh and top coat.
A spokesperson for the render specialist added: “we use Magply on a number of our contracts as a render substrate
board, it’s an easy board to work with and offers a fantastic substrate and is an approved board with a number of render
manufacturers.” www.magply.co.uk
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Installer Hails ‘Modern Method Of Underfloor Heating’
A Southwest based plumbing and heating contractor has
expressed his belief that underfloor heating systems can
not only deliver optimum energy efficiency, in tandem
with renewables or conventional boilers, but also that
they can be simple to install and – crucially – respond as
quickly as radiators.
Trowbridge based Lee McClurg Plumbing Limited works
mainly in the domestic sector and has completed more
than 50 properties for award winning developer, Ashford
Homes using OMNIE’s TorFloor system.
In its most recent project involving the use of OMNIE
underfloor heating, Lee McClurg Plumbing installed both
the ClipPlate system across the beam-and-block ground
floor construction and the TorFloor system, fitted directly
across a first floor structure of the widely used metal web
joists. Lee McClurg commented: “We have installed a
variety of underfloor heating systems in the past, but found the OMNIE TorFloor to be the best available, because it is so
straightforward and it really works. Normally the housebuilder’s carpenters install the TorFloor Panels directly across the
floor joists which saves having to lay chipboard flooring first. Then one person can fit the heating pipe directly into the
routed channels, using a de-coiler and because you only have a thin layer of plywood between the pipe and the carpet the
room warms up really rapidly. “
“I did actually have one of OMNIE’s technical reps come on site to run through the installation and commissioning
procedure once, but it is so easy we have just got on with it since then, following the layout drawings and, in this case,
connecting back to seven and eight- port Precision-Flo manifolds. While the Preston Leigh properties are fitted with gas
boilers, I have installed OMNIE underfloor heating with an air source heat pump, for which it is an ideal means of heat
delivery. For difficult situations it is the best UFH system by a country mile!” www.omnie.co.uk

Landmark Neo-Palladian Hall Once
Thought ‘Not Fit For Purpose’
Transformed Into St Albans Museum +
Gallery - A Vibrant Cultural Hub
Built in 1830 and designed by George Smith, the
Grade II* Listed St Albans former Town Hall is
one of the city’s most prominent landmarks. The
magnificent venue has been repurposed to designs
by John Mc Aslan and Partners as a world-class
centre for arts and culture at the heart of one of
Britain’s most historic cities.
As part of the refurbishment Selectaglaze, a
specialist designer of secondary glazing systems that
has operated in St Albans for over 50 years, was
approached by the consultants to consider ways of
improving environmental controls.
Very large tripartite single glazed windows in the
1st floor Assembly Room offered poor thermal insulation. Working closely with contractor Willmott Dixon Construction a sample
window was first produced for the Assembly Room. This was a special 3-part vertical sliding unit measuring 4.3m (h) x 1.7m (w). It
was constructed with powder painted aluminium sections to match existing paintwork and 6.8mm low emissivity laminated glass. The
finished installation was approved allowing the remaining windows to be treated. Windows in other areas were treated with a certified
security range using specialist glass.
The new St Albans Museum + Gallery is free to visit and showcases over 2000 years of heritage with permanent displays telling the story
of St Albans from the pre-Roman era through to modern times and will also host changing exhibitions and events.
Founded in 1966, Royal Warrant holder Selectaglaze has worked on buildings of all types from Listed to traditional and even new build.
Contact Selectaglaze on 01727 837271/e mail: enquiries@selectaglaze.co.uk or visit: www.selectaglaze.co.uk
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Sto Provides Integrated Solution For Major
West End Theatre Redevelopment
An integrated portfolio of products provided
by Sto has been used to help refurbish one of
the most famous theatres in London’s West
End. Sto provided a combination of bespoke
architectural profiles, external wall insulation,
external render and paint finish for the project,
which has seen the Victoria Palace Theatre
undergo a major programme of extension and
refurbishment works costing over £60 million.
“The theatre was designed by theatre architect
Frank Matcham in 1910, and it’s recently
undergone major changes both internally
and externally,” explains Julian Middleton of
project architects, Aedas Arts Team. “The aim
of the project was to maximize the potential of
the stage and fly tower, extend the back-ofhouse facilities and improve the auditorium,
all whilst retaining the building’s historic
features.”
Externally, the theatre’s façades were
extended, as was the stage house, and
the existing roofscape was also completely
rationalised. Throughout the process, great
care had to be taken to preserve existing
architectural detailing and to reproduce it on
the new sections of the building. This was
especially true of the building façades where
various cornice, corbel and column detailing

had to be reproduced. Bespoke StoDeco
façade profiles were designed to match the
original features by Sto’s technical team in
Germany.
The StoDeco
range of
profiles are
manufactured
from Verolith – a
lightweight and
easily workable
natural material
which can be
machined to
create accurate
reproductions
of existing
architectural
details. The resulting profiles have excellent
resistance to damage, cracking, weathering
and environmental influences, and as in this
case, they can be used to seamlessly restore
or extend existing building façades. For this
project they were finished with StoColor
Maxicryl paint, which provides high waterrepellence and reliable colour-fastness.

Mooney of Novo Facades, an authorized
applicator for Sto products. “Sto’s technical
team worked closely with us, Aedas Arts Team
and the theatre management to create the
new feature elements that were required,
and the results were extremely successful. We
also worked together to produce the most
appropriate thermal insulation solution for the
theatre.”
StoTherm Mineral K external wall insulation
was selected for this purpose. Based on a
mineral fibre insulation board, this BBAcertified system delivers outstanding thermal
insulation, and is particularly suitable for
this type of project where different types of
substrates are involved. It was applied to the
theatre using a Sto adhesive mortar which
allowed for fast and accurate installation, and
then finished with StoSilco – a silicone resin
external render that provides a durable and
reliable finish.
The Victoria Palace Theatre is owned by
renowned international theatrical producer,
Cameron Mackintosh who was closely
involved with the refurbishment project.
www.sto.co.uk

“This was a large and complex project which
posed plenty of challenges,” adds Matthew
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Unique cabinet design & manufacture from Shopkit
Great attention to detailing, using high quality materials and finishes
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